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Background: Drugs are routinely combined in anesthesia and pain management to obtain an enhancement of the desired effects. However, a parallel enhancement of the undesired effects might take place as well, resulting in a limited therapeutic usefulness. Therefore, when addressing the question of optimal drug combinations, side effects must be taken into account.

Methods: By extension of a previously published interaction model, the authors propose a method to study drug interactions considering also their side effects. A general outcome parameter identified as patient's well-being is defined by superposition of positive and negative effects. Well-being response surfaces are computed and analyzed for varying drugs pharmacodynamics and interaction types. In particular, the existence of multiple maxima and of optimal drug combinations is investigated for the combination of two drugs.

Results: Both drug pharmacodynamics and interaction type affect the well-being surface and the deriving optimal combinations. The effect of the interaction parameters can be explained in terms of synergy and antagonism and remains unchanged for varying pharmacodynamics. For all simulations performed for the combination of two drugs, the presence of more than one maximum was never observed.

Conclusions: The model is consistent with clinical knowledge and supports previously published experimental results on optimal drug combinations. This new framework improves understanding of the characteristics of drug combinations used in clinical practice and can be used in clinical research to identify optimal drug dosing.

DRUGS are routinely combined in anesthesia and pain management. One reason for using drug combinations is the expected enhancement of the analgesic effect as a result of the action of the different drugs on different pain mechanisms. An additive or supra-additive interaction may allow the achievement of an effect that would not be obtained by using single drugs, either because there may be a plateau in the dose–response curve of the individual drugs or because increases in the doses may lead to unacceptable side effects.

There is a basic problem in investigating drug combinations and, in general, therapy regimens: the number of possible combinations. In clinical practice, at least two drugs are combined. In addition, different variables, such as mode of administration or time interval between doses, must frequently be considered. The presence of multiple variables results in hundreds of possible combinations that cannot be analyzed in any trial.

In previous studies, we have addressed the above problem by applying a stepwise optimization model (direct search) to clinical questions. The method is a stepwise search for the optimal combination that is based on a mathematical algorithm, whereby the information gained by analyzing a group of combinations at each step is used to move toward the optimum. Although the direct search method allows the identification of good combinations after few steps, it does not provide information on the possible effects of all other combinations. This has two main consequences. First, there is no guarantee that the optimum is reached. Second, even if optimal combinations are identified, it is still possible that other unexplored combinations would provide the same analgesic effect with fewer side effects.

In a previous study, the response surface methodology was used to characterize the whole dose–response relation of drug combinations. The study opened up an important perspective of a better understanding of the laws regulating pharmacodynamic drug interactions. However, an essential point was not considered: the interaction for side effects. This aspect has relevant clinical implications. In fact, many drug combinations that have a promising interaction profile for the analgesic effect have limited clinical application because of an unfavorable interaction for side effects. For example, the concomitant administration of morphine and ketamine for postoperative analgesia may be limited by an enhancement of the sedative effects. Likewise, the association of bupivacaine and clonidine for epidural analgesia may increase the severity of hypotension.

Based on the above considerations, there is a need for a pharmacodynamic model that studies drug interactions by considering the global effect of the therapeutic regimen on patient outcome. The current study is a first step toward this concept. Using a simulation procedure, we analyzed the effect of varying the individual characteristics of the drugs and the type of interaction on the response surface that describes the effect of all possible combinations on a global outcome parameter. We...
Materials and Methods

Model Development

Drugs used in clinical practice usually generate two different phenomena: positive and negative effects. Negative effects manifest themselves in different ways, but they all lead to a reduction of a patient’s well-being. Therefore, we consider each drug as having two main outcomes on the patient: a positive effect, resulting in well-being increase, and a negative effect, resulting in well-being decrease. The overall patient’s well-being depends on the relative weights of these two effects. In the case of a combined administration of drugs, interactions might arise among the positive as well as among the negative individual effects of the drugs used. In the following, a model will be derived to describe the patient’s well-being as a function of the amount of drug administered and, in the case of combined administration of drugs, of the interactions arising among them.

For any drug, the relation between the amount of drug administered and the entity of its effect, referred to as pharmacodynamics, is often modeled by a sigmoid function. For the purpose of this investigation, we refer to the pharmacodynamic model expressed as a function of the effect compartment concentration. A sigmoid curve can be adopted to describe both the positive and the negative drug pharmacodynamics. In this way, the overall patient’s well-being \( W \) can be defined by algebraically adding the two sigmoid curves, as shown in figure 1. Depending on the application, of course, different levels of negative effects may be tolerated. Therefore, a weighting factor \( \omega \) for the negative effect is introduced. For one drug, the model can be summarized in the following three equations:

\[
E = \frac{\left( \frac{C}{EC_{50}} \right)^\gamma}{1 + \left( \frac{C}{EC_{50}} \right)^\gamma}, \quad (1)
\]

\[
E_N = \frac{\left( \frac{C}{EC_{50N}} \right)^{\gamma_N}}{1 + \left( \frac{C}{EC_{50N}} \right)^{\gamma_N}}, \quad (2)
\]

\[
W = E - \omega \cdot E_N, \quad (3)
\]

where \( W \) is a parameter describing the well-being state of the patient; \( E \) and \( E_N \) are the drug’s individual positive and negative effects; \( E_{\text{max}} \) and \( E_{\text{maxN}} \) are the maximum positive and negative effects achievable; \( EC_{50} \) and \( EC_{50N} \) are the drug doses needed to reach 50% of the maximum positive and negative effect; \( \gamma \) and \( \gamma_N \) are parameters modulating the inclination of the positive and negative sigmoid curves, respectively; \( C \) is the drug concentration in the effect compartment; and \( \omega \) is the weighting factor for the negative effects.

In this way, according to the literature, \( ^8 \) the overall well-being curve \( W \) can be interpreted as representing the therapeutic success as a function of the effect compartment concentration. Accordingly, the concentration range leading to a satisfactory value of the well-being function can be defined as the therapeutic range of the drug. Figure 1 shows, for example, the positive and negative pharmacodynamics for two different drugs and the well-being function resulting from their algebraic addition. The chosen pharmacodynamic parameters for the two drugs are reported in table 1. These drugs will

![Fig. 1. The sigmoidal pharmacodynamic relations for positive and negative effects and the resulting well-being as a function of the drug concentration in the effect compartment, in the case of separate administration of drugs A and B.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug</th>
<th>Drug A</th>
<th>Drug B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( E_{\text{max}} )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \gamma \cdot C_{\text{d}} )</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( EC_{50} ) µg/l</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E_{\text{maxN}} )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \gamma_N \cdot C_{\text{d}} )</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( EC_{50N} ) µg/l</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( E_{\text{max}} \) and \( E_{\text{maxN}} \) are the maximum positive and negative effects achievable; \( EC_{50} \) and \( EC_{50N} \) are the drug doses needed to reach 50% of the maximum positive and negative effect; and \( \gamma \) and \( \gamma_N \) are parameters modulating the inclination of the positive and negative sigmoid curves of equations 1 and 2, respectively.
be referred to as drug A and drug B. The concentrations $C_A$ and $C_B$ on this and all of the following graphs denote the effect compartment concentrations.

By modifying the pharmacodynamic parameters, curves with different therapeutic ranges are obtained. However, not all of the mathematically possible combinations of pharmacodynamic parameters represent an acceptable drug behavior for clinical purposes. Therefore, a restriction must be made to analyze only clinically significant combinations: When increasing the dose of a single drug, the positive effect is assumed to take place at lower concentrations than the negative one. In this way, the resulting curve simulates the well-being as a function of the administered dose, as observed in practice: For increasing doses, first the positive effect increases, increasing a patient’s well-being; however, beyond a certain limit, negative effects arise, reducing patient’s well-being and imposing a limit on the maximum dose administrable. The pharmacodynamic parameters of drugs A and B were chosen according to this criterion.

In the case of combined administration of two or more drugs, the potential interactions must be considered. Different approaches to drug interaction modeling have been developed. A recent method is based on the use of response surfaces, where a combination of drugs is regarded as a new drug with its own sigmoid pharmacodynamic concentration–effect relation. This model will be referred to as the Minto model. In this article, the Minto model is extended to take into account also the interactions arising between the negative effects. For a better understanding of the proposed extension, the main aspects of the Minto model are briefly summarized. We will focus on a combination of two drugs, but the model is generally valid for combinations of two or more drugs. The combination of two drugs is defined by the ratio ($\theta$) of their normalized concentrations:

$$\theta = \frac{U_B}{U_A + U_B},$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

$$U_A = \frac{C_A}{EC_{50,A}},$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

$$U_B = \frac{C_B}{EC_{50,B}},$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $U_A$ and $U_B$ are the normalized concentrations of drugs A and B, respectively; and $\theta$ is the drug ratio ($\theta$ ranging from 0 to 1 by definition). According to the Minto model approach, the positive effect of the combination can be modeled by a sigmoid pharmacodynamic relation where the parameters are functions of the drug ratio, of the individual pharmacodynamic parameters of each drug, and of other parameters describing the interaction effects:

$$E = E_{\text{max}}(\theta) \cdot \frac{\left(\frac{U_A + U_B}{U_{50}(\theta)}\right)^{n(\theta)}}{1 + \left(\frac{U_A + U_B}{U_{50}(\theta)}\right)^{n(\theta)}},$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where $U_{50}(\theta)$ represents the potency of the drug combination relative to the normalized potency of each drug by itself. The parameters $E_{\text{max}}, U_{50},$ and $\gamma$ can be expressed as functions of the drug ratio $\theta$ by a generic polynomial of the form:

$$f(\theta) = \sum_{i=0}^{k} \beta_i \theta^i, \hspace{1cm} 0 \leq \theta \leq 1,$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

In this expression, $k$ is the order of the polynomial. Considering the high interpatient variability and the cost of every experimental data point, it may be not realistic to estimate a large number of parameters. Moreover, it becomes difficult to interpret the coefficients if more than the second power is present. Therefore, for simplicity, we consider the model restricted to the second order coefficients ($k = 2$), as already implemented in the simulations by Minto et al. For this case, a detailed derivation of the parameters as functions of the drug ratio can be found in literature. The expressions simplify to

$$E_{\text{max}}(\theta) = E_{\text{max},A} + (E_{\text{max},B} - E_{\text{max},A} - \beta_{E_{\text{max}}}) \cdot \theta + \beta_{E_{\text{max}}} \cdot \theta^2,$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

$$\gamma(\theta) = \gamma_A + (\gamma_B - \gamma_A - \beta_\gamma) \cdot \theta + \beta_\gamma \cdot \theta^2,$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

$$U_{50}(\theta) = U_{50,A} + (U_{50,B} - U_{50,A} - \beta_{U_{50}}) \cdot \theta + \beta_{U_{50}} \cdot \theta^2,$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

and considering that by definition $U_{50,A} = U_{50}(\theta = 1) = 1$ and $U_{50,B} = U_{50}(\theta = 0) = 1$, equation 11 further simplifies to

$$U_{50}(\theta) = 1 - \beta_{U_{50}} \cdot \theta + \beta_{U_{50}} \cdot \theta^2,$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

where $E_{\text{max},A}, \gamma_A, U_{50,A},$ and $E_{\text{max},B}, \gamma_B, U_{50,B}$ are the pharmacodynamic parameters for the two drugs A and B, respectively, $\beta_{E_{\text{max}}}, \beta_\gamma,$ and $\beta_{U_{50}}$ represent the interaction parameters and $E_{\text{max}}(\theta), \gamma(\theta),$ and $U_{50}(\theta)$ are the corresponding pharmacodynamic parameters for the global sigmoid curve. In our extension, $E(\theta)$ will be referred to as the global positive effect.

The major disadvantage of the Minto model is that it cannot be directly used to develop practical guidelines...
for optimal drug dosing, because it does not consider the constraints imposed by the negative effects. To overcome this, we propose to extend the model by applying the same approach to modeling the global negative effect resulting from the interactions between the individual negative effects of the drugs involved. Only a few equations have to be added to the model:

\[
E_N = E_{\text{max}N}(\theta_N) \cdot \frac{\left(\frac{U_{AN} + U_{BN}}{U_{50N}(\theta_N)}\right)^{\gamma_N}}{1 + \left(\frac{U_{AN} + U_{BN}}{U_{50N}(\theta_N)}\right)^{\gamma_N}}, \quad (13)
\]

with

\[
\theta_N = \frac{U_{BN}}{U_{AN} + U_{BN}}, \quad (14)
\]

\[
U_{AN} = \frac{C_A}{EC_{50N,A}}, \quad (15)
\]

\[
U_{BN} = \frac{C_B}{EC_{50N,B}}, \quad (16)
\]

\[
E_{\text{max}N}(\theta_N) = E_{\text{max}N,A} + (E_{\text{max}N,B} - E_{\text{max}N,A} - \beta_{E_{\text{max}N}}) \cdot \theta_N + \beta_{E_{\text{max}N}} \cdot \theta_N^2, \quad (17)
\]

\[
\gamma_N(\theta_N) = \gamma_{N,A} + (\gamma_{N,B} - \gamma_{N,A} - \beta_{\gamma_N}) \cdot \theta_N + \beta_{\gamma_N} \cdot \theta_N^2, \quad (18)
\]

\[
U_{50}(\theta_N) = 1 - \beta_{U50N} \cdot \theta_N + \beta_{U50N} \cdot \theta_N^2, \quad (19)
\]

where all parameters have the same meaning as just described for the global positive effect. $E_N(\theta)$ is referred to as the global negative effect. Considering the overall patient’s well-being as a superposition of the global positive and the global negative effects, the complete action of the drug combination can be modeled analogously to the one drug case. By taking into account also the arising negative effects with a certain weighting factor ($\omega$), the resulting well-being is defined as

\[
W = W(C_A, C_B) = E - \omega \cdot E_N. \quad (20)
\]

The global positive and negative effects, as well as the resulting well-being as a function of the drug effect compartment concentrations, can be graphically described by means of a response surface. The response surface can be visualized in a three-dimensional plot, where the effect compartment concentrations of the two drugs administered lie on the two horizontal axes and the resulting effect lies on the vertical one. Figure 2 shows, for example, the global positive effect, the global negative effect, and the resulting well-being for the simultaneous administration of drugs A and B, assuming that all interaction parameters are zero and for equal weight of positive and negative effects. In the following model analysis, the variations in the shape of the surface for different values of the interaction parameters will be studied to address in particular the relevant issues of uniqueness of the optimum and optimal drug dosing.

**Analysis of the Model**

According to the model, the relation between the patient’s well-being ($W$) and the drug concentrations...
These parameters are referred to as the pharmacodynamic parameters for the two drugs in the combination were selected (drugs A and B, as in table 1) and kept constant for each simulation. For fixed pharmacodynamics of the drugs, the effect of the interaction parameters on the shape of the well-being surface can be investigated by means of a sensitivity analysis. A sensitivity analysis consists of several simulations, each of them performed with a different value of the parameters of interest: By comparison of the simulation results, the effect of the parameters under study can be assessed. In this case, the result of one simulation is represented by the obtained well-being response surface. Two assumptions were made for the simulations:

- According to the Minto model, by assuming each drug to be able to reach the maximum effect if administered in a high enough dose, the effect can be constrained to positive and the negative effects were weighted equally. In all simulations performed, the corresponding set of effect compartment concentrations leading to adequate well-being values can be derived. This is the set that should be targeted by drug infusions and is referred to as optimal concentrations range. Graphically, this set is obtained by projecting on the concentrations plane the intersection between the well-being surface and the plane representing a well-being value of 0.8.

- Further, in simulations of the Minto model, no significant interactions for the parameter \( \gamma \) were found for the combinations studied. Therefore, in a first approximation, we neglected it.

In this way, two simplifying equations can be added to the model:

\[
\beta_{E_{max}} = \beta_{E_{maxN}} = 0, \quad (21) \\
\beta_{\gamma} = \beta_{\gamma N} = 0. \quad (22)
\]

Therefore, the simulations were performed for varying values of the interaction parameters \( \beta_{U_{50}} \) and \( \beta_{U_{50N}} \). These parameters are referred to as \( \beta \) and \( \beta_N \) respectively.

In the sensitivity analysis, at first, only one parameter was varied at a time. For each parameter, the two opposite cases were simulated: the parameter taking a positive or a negative value. In all simulations performed, the positive and the negative effects were weighted equally (\( \omega = 1 \)). However, the analysis can be easily extended to different weighting factors.

By influencing the shape of the surface, interaction parameters also influence the effect compartment concentration range required to achieve the maximum well-being. Of course, instead of considering only the maximum value of the well-being surface, a minimal level of satisfactory well-being can be defined, considering as adequate all well-being values above the chosen minimal level. From this, the corresponding set of effect compartment concentrations leading to adequate well-being values can be derived. This is the set that should be targeted by drug infusions and is referred to as optimal concentrations range. Graphically, this set is obtained by projecting on the concentrations plane the intersection between the well-being surface and the plane at the defined minimal level of adequate well-being. For the simulations, we defined as minimal level a well-being value of 0.8, but the analysis is valid for any other chosen minimal level.

Figure 3 shows the derivation of the optimal concentrations range for the combination of drugs A and B, in case of zero interactions. In the sensitivity analysis, the effect of the interaction parameters on the optimal concentrations range was also analyzed.

For each simulated well-being surface, the percentage of the surface representing at least an effect of 0.8 was computed. This percentage is referred to as the Area above 0.8. To quantify the effect of the interaction parameters, the Area above 0.8 corresponding to the simulation with \( \beta = 0 \) and \( \beta_N = 0 \) can be considered as a reference value. For each other simulated surface, the corresponding Area above 0.8 is compared with the reference value, and the percent variation, referred to as \( \Delta \) Area above 0.8, is determined according to the following equation:

\[
\Delta \text{ Area Above 0.8} = \frac{\text{Area above 0.8}_{\text{new}} - \text{Area above 0.8}_{\text{reference}}}{\text{Area above 0.8}_{\text{reference}}}.
\]
THE WELL-BEING MODEL

Table 2. Pharmacodynamic Parameters for Drug C and Drug D

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Drug C</th>
<th>Drug D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emax</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC50</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emax0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EmaxN</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC500</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Pharmacokinetic Parameters for Drug A and Drug B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Drug A</th>
<th>Drug B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>k01, 1/min</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k12, 1/min</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k21, 1/min</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k13, 1/min</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k23, 1/min</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V1, l</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ∆ Area above 0.8 can be used to quantitatively compare the different surfaces.

It could be argued that the effect of the interaction parameters on the shape of the response surface as assessed by the sensitivity analysis may depend on the chosen pharmacodynamic parameters for the two drugs. Therefore, in a second stage, the sensitivity analysis was repeated for a large number of different pharmacodynamic parameters. Further, the effect of different therapeutic ranges was analyzed in detail. Drugs with a smaller and a larger therapeutic window than drugs A and B were simulated according to the pharmacodynamic parameters reported in tables 2 and 3, respectively. These drugs will be referred to as drug C and drug D in the case of smaller therapeutic window and drug E and drug F in the case of larger therapeutic window. For a fixed value of the interaction parameters, the effect of the therapeutic range was assessed by computing the ∆ Area above 0.8, taking the surface with the smaller therapeutic range as reference.

By definition, the model is derived for effect compartment concentrations, so pharmacokinetic considerations have been neglected, so far. However, to address the issue of optimal drug dosage for clinical practice, the effect compartment concentrations entering the model must be related to the administered drug amount by the pharmacokinetics. Generally, pharmacokinetic models describe the drug distribution into the body, from the site of injection to the plasma and the different organs.

Table 3. Pharmacodynamic Parameters for Drug E and Drug F

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Drug E</th>
<th>Drug F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emax</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC50</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emax0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EmaxN</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC500</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EmaxN</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pharmacokinetic parameters for a three- and a two-compartment mammillary model for drugs A and B, respectively. K01 is the equilibration rate between the central and the effect compartment; kij are the first-order transfer rate constants from compartment i to compartment j; ke is the elimination rate; and V1 is the volume of the central compartment.
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Results

The well-being surface computed for the combined administration of drugs A and B in case of zero interac-
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tions (fig. 2) can be considered as the reference surface to analyze the effect of the interaction parameters on its shape. In figure 4, the well-being reference surface is reported again (fig. 4A), together with the results of the sensitivity analysis, where the behavior of the well-being surface is studied for varying interaction parameters (figs. 4B–I). For each surface, the value of the corresponding interaction parameters (\( \beta / H_9252 \) and \( \beta_N / H_9004 \)) and the resulting \( \Delta \text{Area above 0.8} \) are reported. In the first four cases, only one parameter was changed at a time. Figures 4B and D show the effect of the interaction parameter between the positive effects, whereas the effect of the interaction parameter between the negative effects is shown in figures 4C and E. Further, simulations were performed changing simultaneously \( \beta / H_9252 \) and \( \beta_N / H_9004 \); these results are reported in figures 4F–I for the four possible combinations of positive and negative values of the two interaction parameters.

The analysis of the effect of the interaction parameter between the positive effect, \( \beta \), shows that for positive values of \( \beta \) (fig. 4B), the surface reaches a higher well-being value already at lower effect compartment concentrations, compared with the case with zero interactions (fig. 4A). Accordingly, the percentage of the well-being surface lying above 0.8 is also increased. In case of negative values of \( \beta \) (fig. 4D), the opposite is true. The corresponding analysis for the interaction parameter between the negative effects, \( \beta_N \), leads to the opposite result: A positive value of \( \beta_N \) causes a decrease in the well-being value reached at a given combination, so that the overall \( \Delta \text{Area above 0.8} \) is decreased. Conversely, a negative value of \( \beta_N \) increases the \( \Delta \text{Area above 0.8} \). Combining the two effects, two cases must be distinguished: the parameters having the same or the opposite effect on the shape of the surface. For parameters having the same effect on the shape of the well-being surface (figs. 4F and G), the individual effects are enhanced. So, for example, the increase in the

---

**Fig. 4. Sensitivity analysis: well-being surfaces for varying values of the interaction parameters: (A) \( \beta = 0, \beta_N = 0 \); (B) \( \beta = 2, \beta_N = 0 \); (C) \( \beta = 0, \beta_N = 2 \); (D) \( \beta = -2, \beta_N = 0 \); (E) \( \beta = 0, \beta_N = -2 \); (F) \( \beta = -2, \beta_N = 2 \); (G) \( \beta = 2, \beta_N = -2 \); (H) \( \beta = 2, \beta_N = 2 \); (I) \( \beta = -2, \beta_N = -2 \).**
Area above 0.8 deriving from a negative $\beta_N$ is lower if combined with a negative $\beta$ (figs. 4E and I).

So far, the effect of the interaction parameters was derived only for a specific drug combination. The analysis was repeated for different combinations of pharmacodynamic parameters for the drugs A and B. The different pharmacodynamics affect the basic shape of the reference well-being surface, but the effect of the interaction parameters remains unchanged. Figures 5 and 6 report the simulation results in the case of drug with different therapeutic windows.

In all simulations performed, although the pharmacodynamic and the interaction parameters influenced the shape of the surface, the presence of more than one maximum was never observed.

The effect of the interaction parameters is also evident on the optimal concentrations range, as summarized in figure 7A for the effect of $\beta$ and in figure 7B for the effect of $\beta_N$. Positive values of the parameter $\beta$ enlarge the optimal concentrations range, as well as negative values of $\beta_N$, whereas negative values of $\beta$ and positive values of $\beta_N$ have a shrinking effect on the same range. Figure 8 shows the evolution profile of the effect compartment concentrations of drugs A and B, computed according to their pharmacokinetics. In figure 9, the optimal concentration range is combined with the evolution profile of the effect compartment concentrations of drugs A and B shown in figure 8. For simplicity, only the case of varying $\beta$ (fig. 5A) is reported here.

Discussion

In clinical practice, the negative effects are a limiting factor in drug dosing. The main advantage of the proposed approach is that, by including the limitations imposed by the negative effects into the expression for the well-being function, the optimal dosage can be directly defined as the one generating effect compartment concentrations lying in a range such as to lead to the maximum well-being value. Thus, the model can provide a new framework to study the behavior of the well-being function and to identify the corresponding optimal drug dosing for varying pharmacodynamics and interaction parameters.

When addressing the issue of optimal drug combina-
tions, the basic problem is the number of possible combinations, resulting in hundreds of possible combinations that cannot be analyzed in any trial. In this case, two main approaches to the problem can be distinguished. The first is to use the information gained by analyzing a group of combinations to stepwise move toward the optimum in an efficient way. With this approach, no assumption is made on how the observed effect is generated by the combination under investigation. Examples of the application of this method to clinical questions can be found in our previous studies.3–5 The second approach would be to model the observed effect as a function of the drug combination and to use this knowledge to find the combination leading to the maximum of the function. The first method has a major disadvantage: There is no guarantee that the optimum is reached.6

Generally, a function can present more than one optimum. In this case, each optimum is referred to as local optimum, whereas only the highest of all is defined as the global optimum. In the presence of more than one optimum, a stepwise optimization procedure could lead to the identification of a local optimum only, i.e., the identification of a set of parameters that produces a good result, but not the best one. A better knowledge of the shape of the well-being surface would help to solve this problem. The theoretical work developed in this article tries to address exactly this issue. The observed effect is modeled as a function of the drug combination, and the extensive simulations performed represent a first step in better understanding the behavior of the surface shape. One of the major results is that in all of our simulations, for the combination of two drugs, the presence of more than one maximum was never found. This would justify from a theoretical point of view the use of the direct search method for the identification of optimal drug dosing for the combination of two drugs as proposed in our previous work.4 Of course, further work must be done in this direction to investigate the shape of the well-being surface also for the case of more than two drugs.

In their article, Minto et al.7 show that different interaction types (additive, synergistic, antagonistic, and others) can be simulated by the response surface approach.
We agree with them that the final goal of this approach to drug interactions modeling is to characterize the response surface, more than to define how to classify the relation according to the standard definitions of synergy and antagonism. However, it would be interesting to test whether the effect of the parameters on the shape of the well-being surface as assessed by the sensitivity analysis could be consistent with an interpretation in terms of synergy and antagonism. According to Minto et al., different values of the interaction parameter between the positive effects (β) can be interpreted in terms of synergistic (β > 0) or antagonistic interactions (β < 0). A detailed description of the interpretation can be found in the original article. In this extended model, for consistency, the same interpretation should be applied also to the parameter for the interaction between the negative effects (βN).

According to the results shown in figure 4, the effect of the parameters on the shape of the well-being surface assessed by the sensitivity analysis is consistent with the interpretation in terms of synergy and antagonism and with common clinical knowledge. Considering the interaction parameter between the positive effects, our simulations directly confirm the interpretation given by Minto et al.: For positive values of β (fig. 4B), the surface reaches a higher well-being value already at lower doses, consistent with the common concept of synergy. In case of negative β values (fig. 4D), the opposite is true (the surface reaches lower well-being values for a given combination of drugs), consistent with the expected effect of antagonistic interactions between the drugs.

Obviously, drug combinations leading to antagonism in the positive effect are not a relevant case in clinical practice. However, for completeness, simulations were performed also for the combination of interaction parameters describing antagonism in the positive effects. In the same way, also the interactions between the negative effects can be interpreted in terms of synergy and antagonism: A positive value of βN means synergy between the negative effects, whereas a negative one stands for antagonism. The effect on the shape of the well-being surface is the opposite, compared with the effect of β: Synergy between the negative effects (fig. 4C) causes them to start sooner and to reach a higher level already at lower concentrations, leading to a lower overall well-being value and to an inward curvature of the surface compared with the case with no interactions (fig. 4A). Conversely, antagonism between the negative effects (fig. 4E) attenuates the negative effects of the individual drugs, increasing the resulting well-being.

As pointed out by Berenbaum, a therapeutic advantage may also be obtained in nonobvious circumstances, e.g., when the positive and negative effects both show antagonism. For example, in our model, the combination of antagonism between both effects with parameters β = −2 and βN = −2 results in an increase of the therapeutic effect (Δ Area above 0.8 = +90%), as shown in figure 4I, consistent with Berenbaum’s observation.

Figure 4C shows that an optimal combination in a case of positive interactions between the negative effects (βN > 0) could result in discarding one of the investigated drugs. This could explain why in a previous study, using the direct search optimization method, clonidine disappeared from two of three optimal combinations. Namely, positive interactions between negative effects—hypotension between clonidine and bupivacaine and sedation between clonidine and fentanyl—may have resulted in a reduced well-being, leading to the elimination of clonidine during the stepwise optimization procedure.

Precise statements about the shape of the well-being surface for any specific drug combination can only be formulated if all of the required pharmacodynamic parameters for the computation of the surface are available. At this stage, only hypotheses are stated, but the test of the model on real combinations of drugs, in vivo and in vitro, may result in a reduced well-being, leading to the elimination of clonidine during the stepwise optimization procedure.

Also in the more realistic case of simultaneous interactions, the results of the sensitivity analysis are consistent with the interpretation of the parameters in terms of synergy and antagonism. Synergy in the positive effects (β > 0) tends to increase a patient’s well-being. However, the entity of the well-being increase is lower if synergy in the negative effects is present as well (βN > 0). If synergy in the negative effects is too high, the well-being increase can be counterbalanced or even changed into a well-being decrease, as illustrated by the comparison of figures 4A, B, and H, where the synergy between the positive effects first increases the percentage above 0.8 (Δ Area above 0.8 = +178%) and is then counterbalanced by the synergy in the negative effects (Δ Area above 0.8 decreasing to −54%). The same is true for antagonism in the positive effects (β < 0) combined with antagonism (βN < 0) in the negative effects: The first one causes a decrease in patient’s well-being, which can be counterbalanced by antagonism in the negative effects (figs. 4A, D, and I).

These effects remain valid for different pharmacodynamic parameters of the drugs, which only affect the basic shape of the well-being surface. Particularly interesting is the case of drugs with different therapeutic windows. The therapeutic window can be defined as the concentration range leading to a satisfactory well-being.
higher concentrations: In case of negative values of \( \beta \), respectively, showed similar analgesic effect. The prescription, the combination of drugs with a smaller therapeutic window (figs. 5A and C) leads to satisfactory well-being values for a shorter range of concentrations than the combination of two drugs with a larger therapeutic window (figs. 5B and D). Therefore, an increased therapeutic window corresponds to an increase in the Area above 0.8. This effect is less pronounced in the case of high interactions. On the other hand, the negative effect on the well-being due to a smaller therapeutic window can be counterbalanced by a strong desired interaction between the drugs. So, the combination of drugs with a smaller therapeutic window but a stronger desired interaction can result in a better performance than the combination of drugs with a larger therapeutic window but a smaller desired interaction, as shown in figure 6. In conclusion, according to the model, both effects are absolutely relevant in achieving a satisfactory well-being value, and no generalization can be made.

Considering the optimal combinations, the first conclusion to be drawn is that there can be more than one combination leading to the maximum well-being value. In previously published studies on drug interactions, the application of an optimization method led to the identification of different combinations characterized by similar efficacy. Combinations of infused morphine concentration, infused ketamine concentration, and lockout interval of 1.0–1.0–8 mg/ml, 0.7–0.7–7 mg/ml, and 1.1–1.2–8 min, respectively, showed similar analgesic effect. The presence of more than one combination with same analgesic effect indicates a plateau of the well-being surface, consistent with our simulations. Considering the less restrictive set of optimal effect compartment concentrations, as defined in figure 3, it can be stated that synergy between the positive and antagonism between the negative effects increase the optimal concentrations range, as shown in figure 7. A positive value of the parameter \( \beta \) enlarges the optimal area in the direction of the origin, meaning that also lower concentrations become therapeutically significant. In opposition, the parameter \( \beta \) influences mainly the regions of higher concentrations: In case of negative values of \( \beta \), negative effects are repressed, starting later, so that higher drug concentrations are allowed.

So far, all optimality considerations referred to optimal combinations of drug concentrations in the effect compartment. However, the more relevant question in clinical practice is how the drugs should be administered to achieve those optimal combinations of effect compartment concentrations. By combining our analysis with pharmacokinetic considerations, a first insight into the important issue of drug dosing can be developed. Considering the previously described bolus injection, the time course of the effect compartment concentrations can be computed, according to the pharmacokinetics of the two drugs involved. The plot of these concentrations on a plane having as coordinates the two effect compartment concentrations results in a loop-shaped curve, as shown in figure 8. This curve will be referred to as the effect compartment concentrations profile. Following the curve clockwise, its first part represents the increasing concentrations after the bolus dose, whereas its second part represents the decreasing concentrations according to the elimination rates of the two drugs. In our simulations, the time step between two consecutive points on the curve was 0.5 min. In figure 9, the effect compartment concentrations profile from figure 8 is plotted together with the optimal effect compartment concentrations range derived from the well-being surface, for different values of the interaction parameter between the positive effects. Referring to the line corresponding to zero interactions (\( \beta = 0 \) and \( \beta_N = 0 \)), the optimal concentrations range is achieved between 7 and 8 min. After few minutes, the concentrations reach values that are too high, leading to an inadequate well-being because of the occurrence of negative effects. After the start of the elimination phase, the concentrations will reenter the optimality zone for some time and leave it again when they become too small to provide an adequate well-being. In case of synergy between the positive effects, the optimal effect compartment concentrations range is enlarged, with the consequence that, for fixed bolus dose and pharmacokinetics, the effect compartment concentrations profile remains in the optimality region longer. For example, an adequate well-being is already achieved between 7 and 8 min after injection. The knowledge about the optimal effect compartments concentration region obtained from the pharmacodynamic model represents a basis to define optimal drug dosage and administration patterns. The optimal dosage and administration pathway can be defined as the ones keeping the resulting effect compartment concentrations inside the optimal concentrations range as long as possible. That is, the optimal administration is the one maximizing the integral of the well-being over time.

Conclusions

We proposed an approach to include side effects in the modeling of drug interactions for two or more drugs, allowing for a direct identification of the optimal drug combinations. Extensive simulations for the combination of two drugs showed how different drugs pharmacodynamics and interaction types influence the overall patient’s well-being and the resulting optimal drug combinations range.
The model is consistent with clinical knowledge and experimental results and supports from a theoretical perspective previously published approaches to the problem of identification of optimal drug combinations. The presented method improves our understanding of the characteristics of combinations used in clinical practice and provides an innovative tool to investigate drug interactions and their optimal dosage.
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